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Who’s Who in *Twelfth Night*  
*(From *The Essential Shakespeare Handbook*)

**Duke Orsino** (Marcus Truschinski)

Duke of Illyria, he woos Olivia, even as she mourns her dead brother. But he finally returns Viola’s love with a promise of marriage.

**Viola /Cesario** (Cristina Panfilio)

Twin sister to Sebastian, she disguises herself as Cesario, a male page, in order to win the favor of Duke Orsino, with whom she falls in love.

**Olivia** (Susan Shunk)

A rich countess, having vowed to mourn her dead brother for seven years, she rejects the advances of Duke Orsino, who calls her a “marble-breasted tyrant,” but she finds time to woo “Cesario,” and later weds Sebastian.

**Sir Toby Belch** (Brian Mani)

Uncle to Olivia, a lover of drink and merry-making, he plays countless pranks on the dim-witted Sir Andrew and irritates Malvolio, who finds him uncivil. He is eager to bring the unpopular Malvolio “some notable shame.”

**Maria** (Greta Wohlrabe)

Olivia’s gentlewoman, she is fondly described by Sir Toby as “my little ‘villain’”; she is the witty author of the plot to humiliate Malvolio.

**Sir Andrew Aguecheek** (Mark Goetzinger)

A wealthy and inane guest in Olivia’s home where, at the impish prompting of Sir Toby, he makes sloppy attempts to woo Olivia.

**Feste** (John Taylor Phillips)

Clown in the home of Olivia, he is a brilliant wit and impersonator who finds himself sparring verbally with pretty much everyone. He captures the bitter-sweet tone of the comedy when he sings: “Present mirth hath present laughter;/What’s to come is still unsure. He acts as commentator on events.

**Malvolio** (La Shawn Banks)

Steward to Olivia, peevish, pedantic and self-serving, he is accused of believing “that all that look on him love him”. Fed up with his pomposity, certain members of Olivia’s household set out to humble him but take their pranks too far.
Who’s Who in *Twelfth Night*
(From *The Essential Shakespeare Handbook*)

**Fabian** (Steve Haggard)
A servant to Olivia, he joins in the mockery of Malvolio.

**Sebastian** (Samuel Ashdown)
Twin brother of Viola he is initially feared to have perished in a storm at sea.

**Antonio** (Eric Parks)
A sea captain and friend to Sebastian, his concern that Duke Orsino still takes him for a “pirate and saltwater thief” links the action in Illyria to a grittier past marked by naval war. He is arrested and, interestingly, simply forgotten.

**Musician** (Sarah Pickett / Tim Gittings)
A character added for the APT production, the Musician accompanies Feste in some of his songs, and provides live music on stage.
Act I

Duke Orsino of Illyria is in love with the beautiful Lady Olivia. Unfortunately for him, his love is unrequited, as Olivia intends to MOURN the death of her brother for seven years, shunning all men in the process. Nearby, Viola has been shipwrecked and believes that her own twin brother, Sebastian, has also lost his life. Fearing for her safety, Viola disguises herself as a young boy named Cesario, and, on the advice of the unfortunate ship’s captain, goes to work as a page for Orsino.

Back at Olivia’s homestead, her uncle, Sir Toby Belch, is profiting from Sir Andrew's wealth by persuading him that he has a chance of marrying Olivia. Maria fears this ludicrous scheme will get Sir Toby in more trouble with his niece. Meanwhile, Feste, the court fool, tries to reason Olivia back to the world of the living, annoying the house steward Malvolio – who is very easily annoyed – in the process. And so when Orsino decides to send his new favorite page “Cesario” to woo Olivia on his behalf, she promptly falls in love with CESARIO/VIOLA instead, causing both young women considerable stress, for very different reasons. Not the least of which is that Viola has herself fallen in love with Duke Orsino.

Act II

Viola’s TWIN brother Sebastian is actually alive, and has also arrived in Illyria with his rescuer, a sea captain named Antonio. Antonio is a wanted man in Illyria due to some past legal indiscretions, but regardless of danger the two decide to visit Orsino’s court. Meanwhile, on Olivia’s orders, Malvolio has followed “Cesario,” who wants to present him with a ring she claims the page gave her. Knowing that she hadn’t given the lady a ring, Viola realizes that Olivia has fallen for her, and rues her predicament.

That night, Sir Toby and Sir Andrew are up late drinking and making considerable noise. Maria comes to shut down their party, but they don’t listen to her, and eventually she gives up. MALVOLIO, on the other hand, is very angry and chastises all of them for their wicked ways. The reprimand leads the revelers to plot revenge against the steward by making him think Olivia is in love with him. The next day, Maria forges a letter to that effect, and leaves it in the garden where Malvolio whole-heartedly takes the bait.

MALVOLIO: One of Shakespeare’s most complex characters, he goes through a number of transformations over the course of Twelfth Night. From officious guardian of the Lady Olivia, to her ridiculous would-be suitor, to pleading captive and finally, to wronged man seeking revenge. According to Shakespeare SparkNotes: “Malvolio’s misfortune is a cautionary tale of ambition overcoming good sense, and the audience winces at the way he adapts every event—including Olivia’s confused assumption that he must be mad—to fit his rosy picture of his glorious future as a nobleman.”
Act III

Olivia decides to tell Cesario how she feels and is rejected. Sir Toby talks Sir Andrew into challenging the page to a **DUEL** for Olivia’s affections, saying Cesario is a coward and wouldn’t put up a good fight.

Sebastian and Antonio part ways, agreeing to meet up later at an inn, and Antonio gives Sebastian his purse of money. This will become a problem later. In the meantime, Olivia encounters Malvolio, who has transformed himself into a grimacing, yellow-stockinged lunatic at the request of Maria’s letter. She thinks he’s lost his mind, and leaves him in Maria’s care. “Cesario” runs into Sir Andrew and Sir Toby, and is indeed not eager to fight. Antonio shows up on the scene and breaks it up, believing “Cesario” is Sebastian. Unfortunately, the police show up and arrest him, and when Antonio asks “Cesario” for his purse back so he can pay his bail, she has no idea what he’s talking about. Antonio, who is not pleased with this person he believes to be his friend, is taken to jail, and Viola begins to realize that Sebastian may be alive.

Act IV

Sebastian runs into Feste, who mistakes him for Cesario. Sir Toby and Sir Andrew, also believing Sebastian is Cesario, arrive to continue the duel. Sebastian is not afraid to fight, and beats up on Sir Andrew a bit. Olivia breaks up the brawl and makes another attempt to win the heart of the man she believes is Cesario, but who is actually Sebastian. He is very confused, but equally happy, and the two go off to be married.

Poor Malvolio has been placed in a dungeon due to his **“MADNESS”**, where Feste and company continue to torment him. Eventually, Feste agrees to bring him a pen and paper so he can appeal to Olivia.

Act V

In the final scene, confusion comes to a head when Sebastian finally arrives. After Sebastian and “Cesario”, who can finally be Viola again, are reunited, Olivia’s marriage is revealed (as is Sir Toby’s marriage to Maria) and Duke Orsino declares his love for Viola. Happily ever after doesn’t quite apply, as Malvolio, realizing that he’d been made a fool of, threatens to get his revenge on them all. Even so, the play ends with a song from Feste, and three very happy couples.

**SONG**: Feste is not the happiest of Shakespeare’s clowns, and neither are his songs. The final song in *Twelfth Night* (“When That I Was and a Little Tiny Boy”) tells a melancholy story of the life of people and the seemingly unimportant lessons that they learn. A continuation of this song occurs in one of Shakespeare’s great tragedies, *King Lear*. In APT’s production, the verse from *King Lear* has been included in Feste’s final song.
Every production of a play is different, and being on an outdoor stage is different than most. So plays at APT come with their own unique challenges (rain, heat, bugs) and amazing benefits (moonlight, birdsong, summer breeze). And the outdoors is at the forefront of everyone’s minds, from designers to actors to patrons.

Twelfth Night is a labor of love on the part of director David Frank. David, who is also APT’s Producing Artistic Director, says “I love this play…it’s so rich in character, rich in event, rich in comedic sequence, I believe, if you don’t go chasing it desperately but let it happen. Because the story is wonderful, the relationships are wonderful, the poetry is sublime. And the whole play is precipitated by an event; by the death a bit ago of Olivia’s dad, and more recently of her brother. So suddenly this entire household is disrupted. People that were central to it suddenly don’t know where they belong. People who could rely on being important are suddenly terrified that they might be peripheral.”

David goes on to say that like all great plays, its “heart remains a mystery. But each director must choose a course that attempts to approach that mystery as best they can. In our case, we wanted to identify the ache, the yearning that characterizes this play as much as its robust comedy and selectively happy endings.”

David continues “All of those people want something that they don’t have. Think whenever you’re longing for something and can’t get it, what’s the conflict? And then for us ache and danger became the two things we would try to go after for this. And hence the set, instead of being comforting Stratford, is eastern European and there are spikes. We begin not with the silly romanticism of Orsino, but with a funeral. We wanted to try to make it dangerous. But dangerous can be funny. Aches can be funny.”

Though Twelfth Night is considered one of Shakespeare’s greatest comedies, as David points out, there is an element of sadness that goes along with it. That’s something that Designer Robert Morgan had at the top of his mind while he was researching and designing the costumes for this production. According to Robert, “I do think that the characters yearn for things that seem lost to them. Most seem discontent with their lives, and I am always eager to try to understand where that discontent comes from. David and I shared this perception early on, and so the last thing in the world we envisioned was some carefree, idyllic world. We were eager to see these complex characters dressed in real clothing that helped us understand them as real people with complex behaviors and motivations. We wanted to see painful humor emerge from painful situations. And because Olivia is in protracted mourning, why shouldn’t her court? That means almost everyone in the play who lives in her household is in black.”

That leaves outsiders like Viola to bring in some color. Viola and her brother Sebastian are dressed in green – like spring – and the mourners that surround

Susan Shunk models the final product.

Rendering of Olivia’s mourning costume by Robert Morgan.
them enhance that choice. Robert continues: “Each costume is a touchstone for another, and then another. Viola’s light green costume means little unless it is surrounded by all the black ones. Would that same costume be interesting in another production where almost all the costumes were greenish?”

Set design is no less important than costumes in consideration, and for this production, Robert designed both. “It takes twice the time, and it’s twice the fun. But all design is simply the ordering of physical reality so that it assumes a shape that conveys meaning and helps tell the story,” he says. “When I design both scenery and costumes, I do love the depth of immersion in the story. With the scenery, one designs the larger world of the play and that is often a metaphor that appears to be real.”

The setting of Twelfth Night is Illyria, a name Robert sees as “musically poetic...but to imagine the locale of the play in only this way does not honor Shakespeare’s own knowledge of geography. He well knew that Illyria was, in fact, the Balkan area of Serbia, Croatia, Macedonia and Albania. Viola is shipwrecked on the Adriatic coast. To the Elizabethans, this was outlaw territory...it was a place of exoticism as well as danger.” This geography is reflected in the design of the set, in the flowers and colors, while the danger is evident in the spikes that line the walls.

Designing anything for outdoor theater is a unique challenge, one that Robert embraces. “The challenges are practical. The benefits are aesthetic. What fabrics must you use that can stand to be rained on? How thick do the soles of the shoes need to be so that the hot floor will not burn the actor’s feet?” he says. “The outdoor audience makes a silent pact with itself to believe what it is watching, even though the scenery is surrounded by woods, the text is interrupted by whip-poor-wills. The more the audience actively decides to believe—as opposed to being tricked into it by the technological marvels of indoor scenery and lighting—the more real the world of the play becomes. And that, to me, is everything.”

Equally important to set and scenic design are the actors interpretations of the characters they play. For example, Feste the fool, and more specifically John Phillip's interpretation of Feste, is central to APT's production. According to David “A major theme in our version is Feste's struggle to accept that he has been displaced in Olivia's household - first by Malvolio and finally by Olivia's new husband, Sebastian. He must learn that nothing stays the same, sometimes you must move on.”

The women—Olivia (played by Susan Sunk) and Viola (played by Cristina Panfilio) —are the hinges upon which Twelfth Night pivots. “Viola is one of my all-time favorite characters: she’s smart, she's funny, and she has a great big full heart. She's patient, loving, open and passionate, and just about all of the things that I'd like to be on my best days,” says Cristina. “I think that great big heart of hers is absolutely her greatest strength as well as the thing that sometimes gets her into trouble. It's what makes everyone fall in love with her - which ultimately works out for her in the end, but not without first tangling her up along the way.”
Both Viola and Olivia have recently lost brothers in the story. And while Viola must hide herself due to circumstances, Olivia is free to grieve. A number of characters in the play try to talk her out of her mourning period, which they see as excessive. According to Susan “Olivia has lost her father and her brother within a year, and she is devastated. She has nobody left in her family, except for her unreliable and irresponsible uncle Toby. All of the sudden her life has turned upside down, she holds the responsibility to run the house and she is lost. The last thing she wants to do is think about finding a husband.”

That mindset changes rapidly when she meets Viola (disguised as Cesario). Susan continues “Cesario is unlike anyone Olivia knows. Cesario isn't afraid to see Olivia for who she is and call her on it, and is probably the only person brave enough to do so. She's used to men wooing her because of her money or qualities that they think she possesses or shallow things like what she looks like. Then, here comes Cesario and Cesario sees Olivia for who she is, both her good and bad qualities. It is refreshing, real and they connect on a deep level that they might not even understand, because they've both lost their fathers and brothers. I think they are both in a similar emotional space...whether they know that or not, and they just connect.”

While that connection appears to Olivia at first to be romantic love, Viola has already fallen for the Duke Orsino. The Cesario disguise, while confusing for most of the characters at one point or another, was necessary for Viola to stay safe in Illyria. And it had the side benefit of getting her close to the Duke, whom she got to know and love in fairly short order. Cristina says “There's something very freeing about playing a character that is out of her element and in disguise. That, coupled with Viola's intelligence and openness, to me, is a recipe for freedom. There's a terrific sense of play onstage. Everyone involved in the production enjoys telling the story. And when we can feel the audience coming along for the ride...it's the greatest.”

And while three couples – Olivia and Sebastian, Viola and Orsino and Maria and Toby – end the play happily every after, Malvolio ends his story with a threat; a very unusual element in a Shakespearean comedy. No doubt Malvolio was pompous and annoying, but did Sir Toby and company go too far? According to Susan, “I think that if Olivia knew what was really going on she would have been appalled. But she'd fallen madly in love and all her attention was on that. Once she finds out that Malvolio has been treated badly by Maria and Toby and others, she isn't OK with it. But Toby and Maria have gone off and gotten married so they can't really be punished, and she knows that Malvolio probably had a part to play in all of this. Since she doesn't know all the details, and she's newly in love and been through so much in the last few days, I think she chooses to move forward and not look too deeply into the situation.”
A storm at sea shipwrecks the Lady Viola, who fears her brother Sebastian drowned.

“And what should I do in Illyria? My brother he is in Elysium.”
Viola, ACT I SC i

In court, Illyria’s Duke Orsino pines for Lady Olivia, who has sworn she would mourn her own brother for seven years and refuses to accept suitors during that time.

“If music be the food of love, play on.”
Orsino, ACT I SC i

Despite the mourning, Olivia’s uncle Sir Toby Belch schemes to set her up with his silly friend and patron, Sir Andrew Aguecheek.

“Your Niece will not be seen, or if she be, it’s four to one she’ll none of me”
Sir Andrew, ACT I SC v

Viola has both disguised herself as Cesario (a boy) to page for Orsino, and also fallen in love with him. Which complicates his plan to have “Cesario” woo Olivia for him.

“I’ll do my best to woo your lady: yet a barful strife. Whoe’er I woo, myself would be his wife.”
Viola, ACT I SC v
When “Cesario” arrives to woo Olivia, Olivia declines the Duke’s advances, and falls in love with his page.

"Me thinks I feel this youth’s perfections with an invisible and subtle stealth to creep in at mine eyes.
Olivia, ACT I SC iv

"But you, sir, alter’d thee, for some hour before you took me from the breast? Of the sea was my sister drown’d."
Sebastian – ACT II SC i

When Olivia sends Malvolio after Viola with a ring she says “Cesario” left (but didn’t), Viola realizes Olivia has fallen in love with her.

“What will become of this? As I am man, my state is desperate for my master’s love. As I am woman (now alas the day) what thriftless sighs will poor Orsino breath?"
Viola, ACT II SC ii

To get back at Olivia’s steward, Malvolio, for his general pomposity, Sir Toby, Sir Andrew, Maria and Fabian trick him into believing Olivia loves him by forging a letter for Malvolio to find.

She did commend my yellow stockings of late; she did praise my leg being cross-garter’d, and in this she manifests herself to my love.”
Malvolio, ACT II SC v

Sebastian has been rescued by the outlaw captain Antonio, but he believes Viola has drowned.
“This youth that you see here I snatch’d one-half out of the jaws of death.”
Antonio – ACT III SC iv

Sir Andrew fights “Cesario” for Olivia, but Antonio stops it believing “Cesario” is Sebastian. But when Antonio is arrested, Viola can’t pay his bail and he feels betrayed, while Viola realizes her brother is alive.

“When thou’dst be ruled by me?” Olivia.
“Madam, I will.” – Sebastian.
“O, say so and so be.”
Olivia – ACT IV SC i

Twelfth Night
Photo Summary

When Viola returns, Olivia declares her love and is rejected.

“To one of your receiving enough is shown; a cypress, not a broom, hides my heart. So let me hear you speak.” Olivia. “I pity you.” Viola, ACT III SC i

Malvolio, believing the letter, shows off his grimaces, yellow stockings and cross garters to his lady, who in turn thinks he’s crazy and leaves him in Maria’s care.

“Let some of my people have a special care of him. I would not have him miscarry for the half of my dowry.”
Olivia – ACT III SC iv

Sebastian also arrives at Olivia’s court, and she, believing he’s “Cesario”, she declares her love again. Unlike “Cesario,” Sebastian accepts her proposal of marriage.

“Would thou’dst be ruled by me?” Olivia.
“Madam, I will.” – Sebastian.
“O, say so and so be.”
Olivia – ACT IV SC i
Feste the fool, with Sir Toby and company, torment Malvolio while he’s locked in the cellar. Malvolio finally “convinces” Feste to bring him materials to write Olivia a letter.

“I’ll be reveng’d on the whole pack of you!”
Malvolio, ACT V SC ii

While marriages are plotted for Viola and Orsino, and Sir Toby and Maria and Sebastian and Olivia already wed, it seems happily ever after. But Malvolio, released, curses them all for his disgrace.

“Good fool, some ink, paper and light, and convey what I will set down to my lady.”
Malvolio, ACT IV SC ii

Viola comes back to court to find Sebastian there, and the siblings are reunited.

“Do not embrace me till each circumstance of place, time, fortune do cohere and jump that I am Viola.”
Viola ACT V SC i

The play ends with Feste’s bittersweet song, which also appears in King Lear.

“A great while ago the world begun, with hey, ho the wind and the rain: But that’s all one, our play is done, and we’ll strive to please you every day.”
Feste, ACT V sc i
Character Found Poems: Investigating Language in *Twelfth Night*.

The language that Shakespearean characters use is key to understanding their motivations, preoccupations, and desires. In this lesson, students will analyze and review the characters after reading Act 1 of *Twelfth Night* by creating a found poem from the character dialogue. Students will be able to identify, compare, and analyze key imagery and the kinds of language that the characters use.

This lesson will take 2 x 50 minute class periods.

What To Do

**DAY 1**
1. Ask students to choose (or assign), one of the following characters from *Twelfth Night*, Act 1: Duke Orsino, Viola, Sir Toby Belch, Maria, Sir Andrew Aguecheek, Feste (Clown), Olivia, or Malvolio.
2. Explain the concept of a found poem: a poem composed of words and phrases that come from another text. Students will be creating a found poem on his/her chosen or assigned character.
3. Distribute the handout, "Character Key Words and Phrases". Have each student select and record 40-50 words from the dialogue of their chosen character. Encourage the students to find words or phrases that reveal something important about the nature of their characters.
4. Ask students to share the words/phrases they have selected with the class and allow some discussion.
5. Building on the discussion, challenge students to narrow down their word choices to 20-25 words.
6. Have students organize the words they have left in order to create a draft of their found poem on the hand-out. Encourage them to structure the poem with a clear beginning, middle and end. They may change tense, possessives, and punctuation as necessary to allow the poem to make sense.
7. Choosing a partner with a different character, have students read their found poems out loud to one another to test for "sound quality".
8. After reading aloud, students may add up to three words to improve the flow of their poems.

**DAY 2**
1. Have students who worked on the same character group up.
2. Have students share their found poems with their group and discuss similarities. Have them identify any words or phrases that appear in several or all of their poems.
3. Have each group share one representative poem with the rest of the class.
4. After each group shares a poem, have students discuss what they learned about their character's personality based on his/her language. For example, which words did many of the group choose in their found poems? What do we know about his/her character based on word choices? Can the students identify the kind of language (slang, formal, etc) the character uses? Does this fit or not fit with the character's class and background?
Character Key Words and Phrases

Your character:___________________________________

Key Words and Phrases (50 Maximum)

Found Poem draft:

Sample found poem for Viola:

Illyria.
Poor brother silent.
Duke Orsino governs, music
Flames pain on inconstant love.
Honorable lady’s beauty, divinity
Disguise cruelest negligence.
My suffering, pity
Swears a secret.
Activities

The following lesson guide is provided by Rebecca Hrang through the Folger Shakespeare Lesson Plans. © Folger Shakespeare Library

Not her Fool, but her corrupter of words.

Students will edit and perform selected scenes from *Twelfth Night* in order to analyze Feste, the Fool. Students will give two performances: they will perform the scenes once in their entirety, after which the class will edit the scenes into monologues that illuminate Feste as a character.

This lesson should take two fifty minute periods to complete.

What To Do
1. Divide the students into groups and assign each group a scene. To adjust for class sizes, 1.5 and 2.3 can be divided, or 4.1 and 4.2 can be combined.

Give students the following instructions:
- You will have 20 minutes to prepare the scene
- Your performance should not exceed 4 minutes
- Every student in your group must speak at least one line
- You may stage the scene in any way you like

2. After the rehearsal period, have each group perform for the class.

3. Discuss all the performances as a class:
   - What did the performances have in common?
   - What specific choices were made regarding Feste?
   - How did Feste interact with other characters?
   - Was he always part of the action?
   - What kind of person is he?
   - Is he happy to be a Fool?
   - What do other characters think of him?

Remind students that their answers must be justified by the text.

4. Ask the students to return to their groups.
Activities

5. Distribute Handout #1-Quotable Feste.

6. Have students re-read their scenes, looking specifically at Feste and the lines that reveal his character and how/what he thinks about the world. Students should make notes on what we learn about his character (e.g. "Foolery, sir, does walk about the orb like the sun; it shines everywhere." - he is pointing out that everyone in the play is a fool, not just him, and he sees how ridiculous everyone is). Caution students against simply paraphrasing the action in the scene and encourage them to look for insights into character.

7. Have students select 5 lines which reveal the most about Feste's character, write these on paper and post around the classroom.

8. Have each group explain which lines they chose and why, and what they tell us about Feste.

9. Using the selections, have each group arrange the lines as coherently as possible into a monologue. They should use at least 20 of the lines posted round the room and only Shakespeare's words.

10. Have each group perform their monologue.

11. After the performances, have each group describe Feste based solely on their monologue. This can be done orally or as a summative assessment.
Read your scene again as a group. Pay attention to Feste’s lines and write down those that tell us something about him as a character. They can let us in on a character trait, his worldview, his sense of humor or morality, his opinion of others, etc. WITHOUT paraphrasing, explain what each line tells us about Feste.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quotation</th>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mistaken Identities, Misrepresentations, and Changes of Mind in *Twelfth Night*

**What’s On for Today and Why**

Students will come to understand and identify the terms, *Mistaken Identities, Misrepresentations,* and *Changes of Mind* as they exist in *Twelfth Night.*

**What To Do**

After the class is well-acquainted with the story of the play and has had ample opportunity to listen and read the script, perhaps even before students are given parts to learn, the teacher writes three headings on the board: *Mistaken Identities, Misrepresentations,* and *Changes of Mind.*

The teacher defines and clarifies each of the headings with the class, giving an example of each from the script. (See Resource Sheet #1 for definitions and examples of each heading). Explain to the class that each example of a mistaken identity will inherently have elements of a misrepresentation and a change of mind (See Resource Sheet #1).

All of these deceptions in the script have causes, which should be entertained for discussion -- Why do you think s/he did that? Who was s/he trying to fool? If you were a that character, what would you have done?

The teacher might also ask students to talk about a time when they pretended to be someone they were not, or felt that they had to misrepresent themselves to win a friend or impress family members.

The teacher might also ask students to talk about a time when they were firmly set on a point of view but became dislodged from that stance because of a friendship or the promise of some reward or eventual new friendship.

**How Did It Go?**

Were the students able to differentiate among the terms (*Mistaken Identity, Misrepresentation, Change of Mind*) and share examples as they are found in the script? Students might be asked to write about their findings or discuss them in class. Were students able to identify an example of any of the three terms from their own lives?
**Activities**

*Twelfth Night, or What You Will* Resource Sheet #1

**Mistaken Identities:** These will include instances when a character has purposely or unwittingly created the deception as well as the instances when a character (or characters) has been deceived. For example, Viola has transformed herself into a male servant who has defrauded everyone else in the play, except perhaps Feste, who chooses to remain silent on the matter.

**Misrepresentations:** The most flagrant of these may be the supposed love letter left for Malvolio in the garden. A misrepresentation might use a mistaken identity as a vehicle to fulfill that goal, but it could also be achieved without a change in appearance.

**Change of Mind:** A good example of this is Olivia’s decision to forego the cloistered life of a mourner when Cesario comes to her house. Changes of mind may be on display or hidden according to the intent of the character.